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Lay Testimony 
Name and Address 

David E. Thompson 
SPCE 

 
Education (lots) 
 
Work Experience (lots) 
 
Research Experience (lots) 
 
Publications (lots) 
 
Interest in Aquifers 
1993 Home in Moscow, ID on side of Moscow Mountain with well. 
2006-7 Home in East Mountain area (San Pedro Creek Estates) with well.   
 
Why New Mexico? 
We fell in love with living in a remote area in Idaho, and moved to New Mexico for the year-round 
sunlight.  We chose SPCE because there are trees … and thus birds, bears, deer, badgers, bobcats, 
coyotes, and more that visit our front yard.  We love to hike, photograph nature, and enjoy the outdoors.  
Others in SPCE love horses, bikes, there are several home observatories, and we generally love our huge 
nature area, arroyos, ravines, cliffs, San Pedro Creek, Indian ruins, and more.  The entire E.Mtn 
community is a haven for those who share our zest for a rural semi-wilderness quality of life.   There are 
no tall buildings to block views, we value our night sky, and our independence.  Yet, SPCE is an actual, 
real residential neighborhood, not just rural living.  To preserve our 566 acre Nature Area, it is managed 
as a Nature Conservancy by NM Land Conservancy.   I served on the transfer committee in 2012. 
 
Preparation for Testimony 
I read the rules for Expert vs Fact Witnesses (see below) 
11-701.  Opinion testimony by lay witnesses.   

 “If a witness is not testifying as an expert, testimony in the form of an opinion is limited to one that is 
A.   rationally based on the witness’s perception, 
B.    helpful to clearly understanding the witness’s testimony or to determining a fact in issue, and 
C.   not based on scientific, technical or other specialized knowledge within the scope of Rule 11-

702 NMRA (Rule on Expert Testimony). 

 
Assumptions on Testimony  
In this testimony, I assumed: 
• That I have listened to all the testimony in this trial. 
• That I can do simple, common-sense, 4-banger math (no diff eqns, algebra, etc) 
• That I can do back-of-the envelope calculations that anyone who has a high school diploma can 

do:  bank account kind of calculations, volume of a container, averaging numbers. 
• That I can make observations anyone would make without relying on my background. 
• That 77.9% of my brain is tied behind my back (to avoid scientific, technical, or other special 

knowledge). 
 
OSE Evaluation 
• Responsibility to Validate  
• Miami, Florida Pedestrian Bridge Failure (Thursday) … what happens when independent oversight 
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is missing. 
• OSE adopted AS Model  
• If the AS model is faulty – Beneficial Use, Morrison Criteria 
• Mr. Petersen said - Just deepen or replace wells.  That sounds easy,  but it’s not always 

successful. 
• Economic Impact – Real estate,  
 
Faulty DBSA Model 

NMELC & BernCo’s independent analysis raised many questions! 

• Geology 

• Climate  
• 1-Digit Precision of Parameters 

• My opinion 
 
Water Levels Falling in the Sandia Basin 
• What I did 
• Mark Moll – SPCE study  83% 
• Sara Chudnoff – BernCo study 87% 
• Further analysis 
 
The Failure of an Aquifer 

• Irreversible compression.  I am not offering this observation as an expert, just someone who 
reads a lot. (ref https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groundwater-related_subsidence and 
https://owlcation.com/stem/Geologic-Hazards-What-You-Need-to-Know-about-Groundwater-
Induced-Land-Subsidence and one that includes NM is -
https://geochange.er.usgs.gov/sw/changes/anthropogenic/subside/ ) 

 
San Pedro Creek and the Nature Area 

• The remedial solution for San Pedro Creek is unnatural. 

• San Pedro Creek will dry up and be gone forever.  And with it the flora and fauna we all love. 

• I walk SPCE daily, and love the trees, birds, riparian areas with cattails and fish.  I described 
the huge trees and their obvious stress. 

 
Environmental Concerns 

• Phasing of the watering of the golf course is backwards, and not really an environmentally 
proper thing to do. 

• PAAKO Golf Course is stunning, highly ranked, a public course, and low cost. 
 
Further Concerns  

• Where is the OSE in finding an alternative source of water for the East Mountains, for the 
Estancia Basin (Critical Mgt area), Placitas, Rio Grande, and the rest of the State? 

• Solve the problem, don’t kick the can down the road! 
• Our Night Sky neighborhood regulations would be worthless. 
• During these proceedings, no one has talked about sustainability!  Even the DBSA report 

points out that the water levels in the Sandia Basin are already dropping.  The need to find or 
import potable water seems like it is in the purview of the OSE. 
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